II. TEST ARTICLES
The SE-1 detonator test fixture (Fig, 1. ) was chosen as the primary test fixture to be used in the investigation. SE-1 size N (0.040-in.pin-to-pin spacing) was used. Minimum energy to break BW in EBW mode (energy supplied by CDU): 1.12 J (1500 V, l-pF capacitor).
Radio-frequency impedance characteristics: See pin-to-pin and pin-to-case impedance data in App. I. Differential thermal analysis (Fig. 14) .
Detonation temperature: % 3400C.
Pyrolysis (Fig. 14) . 
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The m? test results can be summarized quickly.
Continuous wave (CW) rf powers up to 10 W (net) were applied for up to 10 min to all four models in the pin-to-pin and pin-to-case modes without incident. This is roughly equivalent to perfect dipole cou- One of each of these devices was then subjected to an exposed rf direct-drive test to evaluate firing 2. Characteristicsof Pyrofuze BW.
3. KHND properties. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RSCOMNENDATIONS
The UO-psec ignition time for XHND, O.001-in.
Pyrofuze, and 15 A was much less than expected. It aPPears that hot-wire EEDs (of 0.5-A no-fire rating) could be built to function reliably in 40 psec if 15 A were applied, Further experimentswith increased currents (and anticipated decreased reaction times) should be conducted.
Further experimentationis required to determine explosive shock front propagation, etc., in relation to time of current application.
It should also be mentioned that no pressuretime history data were taken during this investigation, since ability to ignite XHND, header performance, and Pyrofuze reaction times were the primary interests.
The Pyrofuze BWS used in these experimentswere cylindrical (aluminum sheathed in palladium). Other geometries, such as rectangular ribbon, thin film bridges, etc., should be explored for advantages and disadvantages in any further investigationfor optimum geometries and ignition characteristics.
Further investigationinto the use of Pyrofuzetype ignition appears also to be in order. Initially it was felt that the high temperature and material !Ithmwl! of the pyrofuze reaction would be necessarY to ignite a secondary explosive. In the case of XHND, it appears that hot-wire ignition alone is sufficient to cause ignition, but Pyrofuze may speed reaction times and a%d in rf insensitivity. Experiments have been performed in the past showing that PETN, HMX, and RDX can be ignited with Pyrofuze.
Minor experimentationmentioned earlier" showed that BTF (HBN) could be ignited with suitably large Pyrofuze wire (0.010-in.-diam),but attempts to ignite DATB (Lot 725) were unsuccessful.
The designe tested were highly rf-resistant. 
